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Developmental Learning in a Pain-Related System:
Evidence for a Cross-Modality Mechanism
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The nociceptive spinal reflex system performs highly precise sensorimotor transformations that require functionally specified synaptic
strengths. The specification is gradually attained during early development and appears to be learning dependent. Here we determine the
time course of this specification for heat-nociceptive tail withdrawal reflexes and analyze which types of primary afferents are important
for the learning by applying various forms of noninvasive sensory deprivations. The percentage of erroneous heat-nociceptive tail
withdrawal reflexes (i.e., movements directed toward the stimulation) decreased gradually from 64.1 � 2.5% (mean � SEM) to �10%
during postnatal days 10 –21. This improvement was completely blocked by anesthetizing the tail during the adaptation period, confirm-
ing that an experience-dependent mechanism is involved in the specification of synaptic strengths. However, the results show that the
adaptation occurs to a significant extent despite local analgesia and protection of the tail from noxious input, provided that tactile
sensitivity is preserved. Therefore, it appears that a nociceptive input is not necessary for the adaptation, and that input from tactile
receptors can be used to guide the nociceptive synaptic organization during development. Sensory deprivation in the adult rat failed to
affect the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex system, indicating that the adaptation has a “critical period” during early development.
These findings provide a key to the puzzle of how pain-related systems can be functionally adapted through experience despite the rare
occurrence of noxious input during early life.
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Introduction
The nociceptive withdrawal reflex system has been used exten-
sively as a model for pain-related processing in the spinal cord,
sensorimotor integration, and learning in vertebrates (Schouen-
borg, 2002). Previous findings in mammals indicate that this sys-
tem has a detailed modular organization that is functionally
adapted during development through experience-dependent
mechanisms (Holmberg and Schouenborg, 1996a,b; Holmberg
et al., 1997). In the adult rat, each module performs a highly
specific and functionally adapted sensorimotor transformation
related to the action of the output muscle(s). For hindlimb re-
flexes, the receptive field location and sensitivity distribution
closely match the pattern of withdrawal efficiency of the output
muscle in a standing-like position (Schouenborg and Kalliomäki,
1990; Schouenborg and Weng, 1994; Levinsson et al., 2002).
Therefore, the strengths of numerous connections are adapted to
the shape of the body and movement patterns caused by single
muscles, thereby allowing accurate transformations to take place.
During postnatal development, the strengths of erroneous con-
nections are reduced, whereas those of the acceptable ones be-

come proportional to the withdrawal efficiency of the muscle
(Guy and Abbott, 1992; Holmberg and Schouenborg, 1996b;
Bizzi et al., 2000). During this process, the nociceptive with-
drawal reflex can adapt both to altered peripheral innervation
(Holmberg and Schouenborg, 1996a) and to experimentally al-
tered movement patterns caused by neonatal tendon transfer
(Holmberg et al., 1997). In the latter type of experiments, an
altered withdrawal movement pattern caused by transferring the
tendons of single muscles at birth resulted in a selective change in
weight distribution of the nociceptive reflex connections to the
manipulated muscles. Thus, the connection strengths in the no-
ciceptive withdrawal reflex modules appear to be functionally
specified through learning mechanisms during development.
However, noxious input is relatively rare during development,
and nociceptors appear to have a high threshold from birth on-
ward (Fitzgerald, 1987; Falcon et al., 1996). Consequently, it is
not clear how a pain-related system could be functionally adapted
through experience.

The aim of the present study was to clarify whether nocicep-
tive input is used for nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation
and, if not, which type of cutaneous inputs are responsible. For
this end, the following experiments were performed: First, the
normal developmental time course of tail nociceptive withdrawal
reflex adaptation was determined. Nociceptive C fiber-evoked
withdrawal reflexes were elicited by CO2 laser noxious heat stim-
ulation of the tail (Holmberg and Schouenborg, 1996b). Second,
sensory deprivations targeting various combinations of tactile
and/or nociceptive receptors were applied to the tail during the
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normal adaptation time period. Third, control experiments were
conducted to evaluate whether the local application of analgesic
salve to the tail has a systemic analgesic effect on the CNS and
whether the sensory deprivation abolishes the adaptation mech-
anism. Finally, we investigated whether the heat-nociceptive
withdrawal reflex adaptation is limited primarily to early devel-
opment or whether a continuous sensory input is necessary to
maintain adequate reflex performance in the adult.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. A total of 161 Wistar rats of both sexes, obtained from rats with
known mating time, were included. Postnatal day 1 (P1) was defined as
the first 24 hr after birth. Skin temperature [measured with an infrared
noncontact probe (Thermonitor C-1600 M; Linear Laboratories, Los
Altos, CA)] was assessed daily on the tail, the back of the rat, and in some
experiments, the nose. For animals used to determine the normal devel-
opmental time course of the nociceptive withdrawal reflex, body weight
was measured daily up to P21 and thereafter every second day until P27.
For animals included in the deprivation studies, body weight was mea-
sured just before and after the deprivation periods and the following
observation days. Treated animals did not differ from controls with re-
gard to these parameters. The general behavior was observed daily to
ensure that the deprivation treatment did not cause inadvertent effects.
Before treatment, the ears of all animals were labeled. The rats received
food and water ad libitum and were kept in a 12 hr light/dark cycle at a
constant temperature of 21°C (humidity, 65%). The Local Ethical Com-
mittee of the University of Lund approved all procedures.

Behavioral tests. The time course of the nociceptive withdrawal reflex
adaptation and effects of various forms of sensory deprivations were
determined with the same behavioral tests. Withdrawal reflexes were
elicited bilaterally on the tail by a CO2 laser (unfocused beam: diameter,
1.1 mm; intensity, 1 W; pulse duration, 8 –30 msec). To determine the
reflex threshold (Tr) on each individual animal, the pulse duration was
increased in 2 msec steps until three of five stimulations elicited re-
sponses. The reflex threshold was typically in the range of 8 –12 msec.
According to Haimi-Cohen et al. (1983), the threshold stimulations in
rats (usually 12 msec duration) will result in a temperature of �50°C at a
skin depth of 100 �m. Reflex responses were elicited only at intensities
that were painful when tested on the skin of the experimenters, support-
ing that heat nociceptors were activated at threshold stimulation inten-
sity. In animals treated with analgesics (see below), the reflex threshold
determined before the treatment (i.e., at P14), was used, because noci-
ceptive reflex thresholds changed only marginally during the deprivation
period in animals not treated with analgesics. To evoke reliable heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflexes (Devor et al., 1982; Bromm and Treede,
1984), a stimulus intensity of 2 Tr was used. To minimize “wind-up” in
the nociceptive pathways (Mendell, 1966; Schouenborg, 1984; Woolf,
1996), the interval between stimulation of the same skin site was at least
10 min. Calibrated nylon von Frey monofilaments (North Coast Medi-
cal, San Jose, CA) with increasing stiffness (up to 90 mN) were used to
determine the mechanical threshold (response in three of five trials) on
the dorsal side of the tail.

Sensory deprivations and testing procedures. The animals used were put
under brief general volatile anesthesia (2% halothane or 3– 4% isoflu-
rane, in a mixture of 70% nitrous oxide and 30% oxygen). Control ani-
mals received the same general anesthesia and were separated from their
mothers for the same time periods as the treated animals. Animals in-

cluded in each treatment group were randomly picked from several lit-
ters. All of the different treatment groups are summarized in Table 1. Five
different treatments were administered and compared with controls.
Control animals received the same general anesthesia and were separated
from their mothers for the same time periods as the treated animals.
Group 1 was treated with a tube only. For this purpose, a plastic ring was
glued (methylacrylate; Loctite 454; ELFA, Järfälla, Sweden) to the ventral
side of the proximal tail. A hard plastic cylindrical tube (adapted to age;
length, 50 –100 mm; inner and outer diameter, 7 and 10 mm; weight,
2.5–5 gm) with smooth inner walls was attached to the ring (Fig. 1 A).
This prevented noxious but not tactile input. Nociceptive and tactile
sensitivity were not abolished. Group 2 was treated with a tube contain-
ing the analgesic salve EMLA (eutectic mixture of 2.5% Prilocaine and
2.5% Lidocaine for long-term analgesia; AstraZeneca, Södertälje, Swe-
den) (Buckley and Benfield, 1993). The tube was sealed with a lid (Fig.
1 A), preventing noxious but not tactile input. Nociceptive but not tactile
sensitivity was abolished. Group 3 was treated with a tube containing
vehicle (salve without any analgesic compounds, provided by AstraZen-
eca), preventing noxious input. Neither tactile input nor nociceptive and
tactile sensitivity were abolished. Group 4 was treated with a tube con-
taining EMLA and was also depilated at P14. Depilation (i.e., removal of
the hairs) of the tail was performed by removing a compress attached to
the hairs with methylacrylate. Any remaining hairs were shaved. During
the treatment period, additional depilations were performed when nec-
essary. This treatment prevented noxious and hair follicle input and also
abolished tactile and nociceptive sensitivity. Group 5 was treated with a
tube containing vehicle and was also depilated at P14, which prevented
noxious input and hair follicle input. Nociceptive and tactile sensitivity
other than hair follicle sensitivity were not abolished.

Three more treatment groups were prepared for control purposes and
to allow additional analysis of the adaptation mechanisms. One group
was treated in the same way as group 4, but the depilation and EMLA
treatments were applied during P17–P24 (i.e., when the error rate of the
withdrawal reflex was adult-like). A second group was treated at P14 –

Table 1. Summary of treatments and resulting sensory deprivations

Treatments Noxious input Nociceptive sensitivity Tactile input Tactile sensitivity Number of rats

Control � � � � 22
Tube � � � � 12
Tube and EMLA � � � � 12
Tube and vehicle � � � � 12
Tube and EMLA and depilation � � (�) � 10
Tube and vehicle and depilation � � (�) (�) 10

�, Presence of input or sensitivity; �, absence of input or sensitivity; parentheses indicate absence of hair follicle input or sensitivity.

Figure 1. Methodofsensorydeprivationofthetail.A,Sensorydeprivationofthetailwasachieved
by attaching a tube to a plastic ring glued to the ventral side of the proximal tail. The tube was either
empty or filled with salve. B, A modified tube with two compartments separated by a membrane was
used to study possible systemic effects of EMLA. Note that the plastic ring was glued more proximal on
the tail than in A. The proximal compartment was filled with EMLA.
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P21 with a different tube construction consisting of two compartments.
The proximal compartment was filled with EMLA and covered the prox-
imal three-quarters of the tail (i.e., approximately the same surface area
as in other EMLA-treated rats). The corresponding part of the tail was
depilated at P14. A membrane between the two compartments prevented
the distal part of the tail from being exposed to the EMLA salve. The distal
compartment was empty, and the tail was not depilated (Fig. 1 B). This
treatment was used to study possible systemic effects of EMLA. A third
group was treated for a week in the same way as groups 2 and 4 but in
2-month-old rats. In this case, an aluminum ring and tube (weight, 7 gm)
was used for salve application. All tube constructions with or without
salve allowed small tail movements inside the tube and near-normal
flexibility at the proximal part of the tail. Animals showing any sign of
disturbed tail circulation, such as edema, were excluded from the study
(n � 6). This occurred when the applied glue used to attach the ring
unintentionally covered more than the ventral side of the tail and inter-
rupted circulation.

Behavioral tests were performed before and after sensory deprivation
treatment. During the treatment period, the analgesic–anesthetic effect
was checked every 12th hr in the awake animal using noxious thermal
CO2 laser stimulation (each animal was stimulated once on both sides of
the tail at an intensity of 2 Tr) and tactile stimulation (as described
above). After sensory testings, the tube was refilled with fresh EMLA or
vehicle. After treatment, behavioral tests were performed when sensitiv-
ity had recovered (3– 6 hr after removal of salves) and up to 5 d thereafter.

Analysis and statistics. The withdrawal reflex responses were recorded
on videotape (50 frames/sec) and analyzed frame by frame by visual
inspection. The analyses were performed blindly [i.e., the treatments
used on the animals (see below) were not revealed to the analysts]. The
heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflexes were analyzed and characterized
with respect to the direction of the withdrawal movement [i.e., erroneous
(directed toward stimulation) or correct (directed away from stimula-
tion) (Fig. 2)]. The nonparametric � 2 test was used for statistical com-
parisons between all treated groups. Corrections for multiple compari-
sons were made using the Bonferroni method. Significant differences
were assumed at a level of p � 0.05. Values are given as mean � SEM.

Results
Time course for nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation
To identify a suitable period for somatosensory deprivation, we
first studied the normal heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex devel-
opment from P1 up to P28. The nociceptive withdrawal reflexes
were elicited daily by CO2 laser stimulation (intensity, 2 Tr) twice
bilaterally on the distal tail during P1–P28 in two litters (n � 12
and 8, respectively) and six times on each side in a third litter (n �
13). CO2 laser stimulation is known to selectively activate heat-
nociceptive fibers (Devor et al., 1982; Bromm and Treede, 1984).
The daily noxious stimulations used did not affect the normal
time course of the nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation
[comparison between rats that had been stimulated daily (n �
33) and rats that had not been stimulated before P14 (n � 78) and
P17 (n � 11)] (Holmberg and Schouenborg, 1996a).

Up to approximately P10, �75% of the movements were er-
roneously directed toward the noxious thermal input (64.1 �
2.5% error rate at P10). By P21, the error rate in most rats was
reduced to adult-like levels (i.e., �10%) (Fig. 2). Note, however,
that the adaptation time course differs between litters by several
days. As a result, the error rate differed between all litters signif-
icantly during the interval P17–P18 ( p � 0.05).

Effects of sensory deprivation
Based on the time course data (Fig. 2), rats with an error rate in
the range of 45–55% at P14 were used for various forms of sen-
sory deprivation during the entire third postnatal week (P14 –
P21) (Table 1). The effect of these deprivations on the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation was studied when
sensitivity had recovered (3– 6 hr after cessation of treatment). All
groups were compared with one another.

Effects of nociceptive input
In one group of rats, the tail was protected by a hard plastic tube
(Fig. 1A) to prevent noxious input. These rats showed no statis-
tically significant difference in the error rate of heat-nociceptive
withdrawal reflexes at P21 when compared with untreated ani-
mals of the same litter (Fig. 3, tube vs control). Thus, the protec-
tion against noxious input did not appear to have a marked effect
on the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation. Moreover,
it can be inferred that the tube itself and the consequent restric-
tion of tail movements had no significant effect on the
adaptation.

It is known that a small group of the cutaneous nociceptive
afferents can be weakly activated by non-noxious mechanical
pressure. In the rat, the lowest mechanical thresholds of nocicep-
tors have been reported to be in the non-noxious range (Leem et
al., 1993). Therefore, the possibility that such fibers can be weakly
activated despite the protection of the tail with a tube cannot be
excluded. To further assess the contribution of the low-threshold
nociceptors for the adaptation of the heat-nociceptive with-
drawal reflexes, tubes filled with the analgesic salve EMLA (Leem
et al., 1993; Gazarian et al., 1995; Riou et al., 2000) were applied to
one group of rats. It is known that EMLA blocks both mechanical
and thermal nociception in humans, thus allowing skin surgery
(Buckley and Benfield, 1993). This treatment caused local anal-
gesia in the tail, which was tested twice daily using noxious CO2

laser stimulation (see Materials and Methods). The error rate of
the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex decreased significantly
( p � 0.01; P21 compared with P14) in these rats. Thus, the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflexes adapt significantly despite anal-
gesia and protection against noxious input by the tube. More-

Figure 2. Time course of nociceptive withdrawal reflex (NWR) postnatal adaptation. Graph
shows percentage of error rate of heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex in three litters. The distal
tail was stimulated daily, twice bilaterally during P1–P28 in two litters (Fn � 12; *n � 8), and
six times on each side in a third litter (En � 13). Mean � SEM are shown. The inset shows a
schematic of the experimental set-up. Tail movements in the horizontal plane, elicited by CO2

laser, were classified as erroneous (directed toward stimulation) or correct (directed away from
stimulation).
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over, the error rate after EMLA treatment did not differ
significantly from that in animals treated with tubes filled with
vehicle (Fig. 3, tube–EMLA and tube–vehicle). This finding indi-
cates that the adaptation that occurred during these two treat-
ments was attributable to an input from afferent fibers other than
the cutaneous nociceptors. However, rats treated with EMLA or
vehicle did not adapt as well as controls (Fig. 3, tube–EMLA and
tube–vehicle vs control), possibly because of the mechanical
dampening and blurring effect of the salves.

Effects of tactile input
The EMLA salve treatment did not reduce tactile sensitivity; this
was assessed daily using calibrated nylon von Frey monofila-
ments (threshold at P14, 14.6 � 5.5 mN; threshold during the
treatment period, 10.5 � 2.0 mN). Differential stimulation
showed that both hair follicle afferents and other low-threshold
mechanoreceptors were responsible for the tactile sensitivity. To
assess the role of tactile input for the adaptation of the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflexes, we combined the tube and
EMLA treatments with depilation (i.e., removal of the hairs) (see
Materials and Methods) in one group of rats. This resulted in
total cutaneous mechanical and nociceptive insensitivity in the
tail. By P21, the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflexes had not
improved compared with the controls at P14 (Fig. 3). This was in
sharp contrast to the rats with preserved tactile sensitivity (Fig. 3,
tube–EMLA depilation vs tube, tube–EMLA, tube–vehicle, tube–
vehicle depilation: p � 0.01; p � 0.01; p � 0.05; p � 0.01, respec-
tively), indicating a role for low-threshold mechanoreceptive af-
ferents in the adaptation of heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflexes
(also see control experiments below).

To further study the role of hair follicle receptors for the ad-

aptation, we also treated one group of rats with tube, vehicle, and
depilation (Fig. 3, tube–vehicle depilation). These rats still re-
sponded to tactile stimulation during the treatment but were
protected from noxious input by the tube and vehicle. The error
rate in these rats decreased to a near-normal level at P21, indicat-
ing that hair follicle receptors are not necessary for the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation.

Reversal of adaptation
To investigate whether the adaptation process is reversible during
the normal adaptation period, animals that had developed a near-
adult heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex error rate were treated
with EMLA and depilated during P17–P24 (Fig. 4B) (n � 11).
This resulted in a significantly increased error rate ( p � 0.05),
indicating that much or all of the preceding adaptation was
erased by the imposed lack of sensory input. These results suggest
that synaptic weights in the reflex network are not stabilized dur-
ing the normal adaptation period. After the treatment time, the
error rate was reduced to an adult level within 2 or 3 d (Fig. 4B).
This was also true for rats that were subjected to sensory depri-
vation at P14 –P21 (Fig. 4A, tube–EMLA depilation). These find-
ings indicate that the adaptation mechanisms are preserved after
a period during which there has been no sensory input.

Control experiments
To exclude the possibility that the reduced heat-nociceptive with-
drawal reflex adaptation after EMLA and depilation treatment
compared with treatment with EMLA was attributable to sys-
temic analgesic effects or to direct effects on the CNS (Woolf and
Wiesenfeld-Hallin, 1985; Koppert et al., 2000), a similar area but
more proximal part of the tail was anesthetized with EMLA and
depilation in six animals during P14 –P21. For this purpose, a
modified tube with two compartments was used (see Materials
and Methods) (Fig. 1B). In these animals, the error rate for the
heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex elicited from the distal tail
decreased ( p � 0.001; P21 compared with P14) to a level (29 �
4.2%) that was not significantly different from animals that had
been treated with a tube only (17 � 5.6%) or treated with EMLA
only (23 � 7.2%). Furthermore, the heat-nociceptive thresholds
on the distal tail (10.8 � 05 msec), hindpaw (14.0 � 0.5 msec),
and nose (12.8 � 0.5 msec) did not differ significantly from the
controls (distal tail, 12.4 � 0.4 msec; hindpaw, 14.3 � 0.4 msec;

Figure 3. Effects of different forms of sensory deprivations applied during P14 –P21 on the
heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation. Comparisons were made between all groups at
P21. All significant differences are indicated. The gray bars signify treatment with deprived or
absent nociceptive input but preserved tactile sensitivity. The black bar signifies treatment that
produced anesthesia. Solid lines indicate comparisons with the group treated with tube–EMLA
and depilation; *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001. Dotted lines indicate comparisons with
the control group; �p � 0.05; ���p � 0.001. The �2 test was used for statistics. Corrections
for multiple comparisons were made using the Bonferroni method. NWR, Nociceptive with-
drawal reflex.

Figure 4. Time course of nociceptive withdrawal reflex (NWR) adaptation after complete
sensory block. Tails were depilated and EMLA-treated in A (P14 –P21) and B (P17–P24). Arrows
indicate start and end of treatment (1 and 2, respectively). The error rate of heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflex before and up to 5 d after treatment is shown. *p � 0.05; **p �
0.01; ns, not significant. The �2 test was used for statistics.
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nose, 13.4 � 0.5 msec; n � 7) during the treatment. These data
and the lack of difference between vehicle- and EMLA-treated
rats indicate that the abolished adaptation of the heat-nociceptive
withdrawal reflexes after treatment with tube, EMLA, and depi-
lation is not attributable to a general analgesic effect or to direct
central effects of the EMLA salve on the adapting mechanisms.

Effect of sensory deprivation in the adult
To determine whether the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex ad-
aptation is limited primarily to early development or whether a
continuous sensory input is necessary to maintain adequate re-
flex performance in the adult, tails of adult rats (2 months of age)
were continuously treated for 1 week with tube, EMLA, and dep-
ilation (n � 7); tube and EMLA (n � 8); and depilation only (n �
7). In none of these groups did the error rate change significantly
compared with control values before treatment. These data sug-
gest that the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex network is rela-
tively stable in the adult, and that sensory input is not required to
sustain adequate withdrawal reflex performance.

Discussion
The present study provides a time table for nociceptive with-
drawal reflex adaptation and confirms that it is dependent on
sensory experience (see Introduction). It also provides evidence
that this sensory experience can be mediated by tactile input,
which represents a novel cross-modality learning principle (cf.
Shimojo and Shams, 2001).

The data indicate that there is a critical time window for the
nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation because the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflex performs adequately in young
adult rats (2 months of age) but not in P14 –P21 rats after a week
of sensory deprivation. The demonstrated variability in the adap-
tation time course suggests that the end points of this time win-
dow can differ between litters by several days. In addition, it is
likely that withdrawal reflexes of different body parts, although
presumably organized in a similar way (Holmberg and Schouen-
borg, 1996a), exhibit somewhat different adaptation time
courses, because there is a rostrocaudal difference in maturation
of the spinal cord (Altman and Bayer, 1984; Holmberg and
Schouenborg, 1996a).

Sensory systems such as the vibrissal, visual, and auditory sys-
tems require sensory input during a critical time window to be
functionally adapted (Simons and Land, 1987; Katz, 1999; Knud-
sen et al., 2000). However, these systems require input from their
own modality (Knudsen and Knudsen, 1986; Crair et al., 1998).
For the nociceptive systems, noxious input is scarce during early
development. Considering the highly detailed information that is
required to functionally specify the weight of the numerous no-
ciceptive afferent connections to withdrawal reflex modules
(Schouenborg and Weng, 1994), it appears unlikely that nocicep-
tive information is used for the nociceptive withdrawal reflex
adaptation. Two main observations in the present study support
this assumption: (1) protection of the tail from noxious input by
a hard plastic tube failed to significantly affect the heat-
nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation, and (2) treatment of
analgesics did not abolish the adaptation of the heat-nociceptive
withdrawal reflexes and did not yield an effect on nociceptive
withdrawal reflex adaptation different from that obtained by
treatment with vehicle (Fig. 3, gray bars). This assumption is
consistent with the observation that the daily noxious stimula-
tions used did not affect the normal time course of the nocicep-
tive withdrawal reflex adaptation (Holmberg and Schouenborg,
1996a). This does not mean that nociceptive input cannot affect

the sensitivity in the nociceptive pathways (Woolf, 1996). For
example, long-lasting increases in general pain sensitivity after
intense noxious stimulation in the neonate have been reported
previously (Taddio et al., 1997; Ruda et al., 2000; Iyengar and
Bottjer, 2002).

It should be noted that no other types of cutaneous receptors
besides nociceptive or tactile receptors contribute to the nocicep-
tive withdrawal reflexes, and only these receptor types would be
able to provide information about withdrawal efficacy (Weng
and Schouenborg, 1998). Proprioceptors do not provide ade-
quate information about withdrawal of the skin surface, and the
different treatments with salves used here would not be expected
to affect proprioceptive input differently. Thus, if nociceptors do
not play a role in the adaptation of the heat-nociceptive with-
drawal reflex, then low-threshold mechanoreceptors of the skin
would seem to be the only remaining candidates. Importantly,
the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex was found to adapt signif-
icantly if only tactile sensitivity is preserved (tube–EMLA-treated
rats) but not in rats with blocked tactile and nociceptive sensitiv-
ity (treatment combining EMLA with depilation). These findings
thus indicate that tactile input contributes to the adaptation of
the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflexes. Given that this assump-
tion is correct, which mechanoreceptors are likely to contribute?
Although hair follicle receptors and other low-threshold mech-
anoreceptors mediate the tactile sensitivity in rats treated with
tube, tube–vehicle, or tube–EMLA, rats treated with tube–vehicle
depilation are deprived of hair follicle input. The lack of a statis-
tically significant difference between the four treatment groups
may therefore suggest that hair follicle afferents are not necessary
for the heat-nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation, at least not
if other low-threshold mechanoreceptors are available to convey
the tactile information. However, our findings do not exclude a
role for hair follicle afferents in the adaptation. In fact, depilation
tended (although not to a statistically significant extent) to cause
an improved adaptation in the vehicle-treated animals (Fig. 3,
tube–vehicle vs tube–vehicle depilation). Thus, hair follicle affer-
ent input may have a detrimental effect on the adaptation in this
situation. It should be noted that the tendency for less accurate
adaptation in rats treated with tube, tube–EMLA, tube–vehicle,
or tube–vehicle depilation compared with controls (Fig. 3) is the
expected result of an experience-dependent mechanism. The
tube and salve treatment has a mechanical dampening and blur-
ring effect that inevitably reduces the precision of the tactile ex-
perience and thereby the accuracy of an experience-dependent
mechanism.

Our findings provide evidence that a previously unknown
cross-modality learning mechanism, which uses tactile informa-
tion, underlies the adaptation of the nociceptive withdrawal re-
flex connections. This cross-modality learning is presumably
greatly facilitated by the congruent topographical organization of
the nociceptive and tactile termination in laminas II and III-IV of
the dorsal horn, respectively (Schouenborg, 1984; Coggeshall et
al., 1996; Levinsson et al., 2002). Indeed, the topography of the
tactile input to laminas III-IV appears to be related to the topog-
raphy of the nociceptive input to lamina V “reflex encoder” (RE)
neurons in the lower lumbar cord (Levinsson et al., 2002). More
specifically, the strength of the tactile input from different skin
areas to a given region in the dorsal horn has a spatial pattern that
mimics the sensitivity distribution within the receptive field of
the underlying reflex encoders in lamina V. Moreover, the neu-
rons in lamina II of the dorsal horn, some of which are likely to be
first-order reflex interneurons, receive convergent tactile and no-
ciceptive input from overlapping skin areas (Cervero and Iggo,
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1980). Given that tactile information about withdrawal efficiency
is conveyed to each reflex module, a learning process could be
conceived. The tactile input could be generated by the skin move-
ments that ensue on muscle contractions (Schouenborg and
Weng, 1994). The dominating behavior during early postnatal
development consists of spontaneous muscle twitches (Naray-
anan et al., 1971; Wenner and O’Donovan, 2001) caused by spon-
taneous activity in the spinal cord (Visser et al., 1985; Blumberg
and Lucas, 1994).

Based on these considerations, a learning mechanism in which
tactile feedback after muscle twitches provides the necessary sen-
sory information for nociceptive withdrawal reflex adaptation is
tentatively proposed in Figure 5. The key features of this model
are that: (1) the tactile and nociceptive input from the same skin
area converge on prereflex encoder interneurons; (2) the strength
of connections between pre-RE interneurons and RE interneu-
rons is modifiable; and (3) twitches in unilateral muscles are
caused by spontaneous activity in reflex encoder neurons. In-
deed, evidence that tactile feedback after spontaneous muscle
twitches modifies the nociceptive withdrawal reflexes has been

obtained recently in our laboratory (Petersson et al., 2002). A
“learning cycle” would thus be initiated by spontaneous activity
in the reflex encoders, which, via muscle twitches, would cause
tactile feedback related to the function of the withdrawal reflex
circuitry (Fig. 5). In view of the protracted length of the nocicep-
tive withdrawal reflex adaptation (Fig. 2; �1 week), each learning
cycle would provide a small contribution to the change in synap-
tic strength between first-order interneurons and reflex encoders.
The fact that a total block of sensory input could reverse the
adaptation process suggests that the synaptic strength is at least
temporarily labile and can be either increased or decreased.

In conclusion, the present findings provide a key to the para-
dox of how the pain system can be adapted through experience
despite the rare occurrence of noxious input by demonstrating
that tactile inputs can be used to adapt nociceptive connections in
the nociceptive withdrawal reflex system. In addition, a self-
organizing learning mechanism, which may explain how senso-
rimotor transformation in spinal reflex systems is functionally
adapted during development, is proposed.
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